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ABSTRACT
This article analyzes how under conditions of crisis certain social actors shift the metasemiotic frames through which minority languages may be approached in order to suit
place-branding purposes and to make them more widely accessible for business usage. In
the cases we investigate in Shetland and Western Ireland, the new meanings associated
with language are connected with how crises are framed and constructed in discourse. We
thus examine two types of crises in which certain social actors view language as part of the
solution to ward off speciﬁc trouble: posteconomic meltdown ðIrelandÞ and depopulation

ðShetlandÞ. With the branding potential of these languages then positioned as part of the
solutions to “crises,” new indexical alignments exemplify the neoliberal metasemiotic
framework through which all elements of social and cultural life may be strategically made
marketable—in this case on the intra- and international markets on which people themselves are vied for.

T

he current ways in which crises are dealt with in late capitalist societies
date to the gradual establishment of so-called neoliberal ðor monetaristÞ
regimes in the 1970s partly as a consequence of the interpretation of the
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economic crisis that had started earlier in that decade as a perceived failure of
Keynesian models. Western societies have been construed as undergoing a state
of continuous crisis since then, thus enabling governments to implement a particular agenda involving, inter alia, the deregulation of labor markets and, crucially for this article, the gradual subjection of all areas of social and cultural life to
the logic and conditions of the market economy ðRossiter 2003; Harvey 2005;
Urciuoli and LaDousa 2013Þ. Place branding can be viewed both as a response
to increasing conditions of competition and as a way to engage effectively in
those dynamics ðvan Ham 2008; Aronczyk 2013Þ. The very capacity to inﬂuence
the decisions of tourists, potential newcomers, and other capital-wielding social actors is the weapon of choice of nation branding, which itself has emerged as
an internally prominent practice in relation to another “crisis”—that of nationstates ceding power to neoliberal markets.
Crises and Neoliberalism

This article analyses how the construction of particular moments as “crises”
can generate changes in how the indexical order in which language is inscribed
may be modiﬁed to ﬁt new dynamics and interests. “Crises” are sets of events
grouped together to call on, justify, and legitimize certain types of changes. In
traditional Marxist analyses they are viewed as inherent to the dynamics of capitalism, and more recently analysts such as Naomi Klein have argued that neoliberal economic and political regimes have relied on crises, sometimes purposely
generating them, to impose “shock and awe” types of neoliberal regulations in
response ðKlein 2008Þ. Crises are crucibles in which various types of local events
are reinterpreted according to more widely circulating frames in order to prompt
and legitimize certain action as inevitable. They rely on the mobilization of ðapparentlyÞ new scales—that is, levels of framing ðBlommaert 2007Þ—to reshape
a given indexical order ðthe constellation of potential meanings ideologically
permitted under a given set of social and historical conditions ðSilverstein 2003;
Eckert 2008ÞÞ. In order to illustrate the explanatory potential of crises as moments of semiotic reordering, our article focuses on two different types of frames
invoked to construct crises: demography in Shetland ðnorthern ScotlandÞ and
the economy in Western Ireland.
The term crisis is itself deceptive for at least two reasons. First, it posits the
existence of an otherwise stable—or normal ðRoitman 2013Þ—time that predated the crisis and will return as a result of a number of policies implemented
against it. Crises are therefore more productively studied as emic categories
generated by people to act on a situation and to legitimize certain types of ac-
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tion. For some, the crisis will warrant more measures aligned with aspects of
the neoliberal paradigm; for others, it will prompt the need for a radically new
order.
Second, framing a concern in terms of “economic” or “demographic” crisis
draws attention to those factors and obliterates others that might have brought
the current situation into being. Indeed, the sociologist Michel Wieviorka considers that in a so-called economic crisis, the sources are not to be found in the
economic domain but in more general cultural, social, and political dynamics
ð2009, 189Þ.
Crises are thus best understood as historical and ideological moments,
viewed by the actors involved as unstable and transformative and used to assess
a situation in terms of diagnosis and remedy in order to justify certain types of
action. During these processes, a number of elements are ascribed ðnew or
renewedÞ indexical value to justify and implement action. But crises are also
themselves a sign of those transformations, and the term itself can thus be
approached as a sign indexing a number of ideological and regimental changes
in a context deﬁned by its involvement in the crisis. A general question that
arises is, therefore, How are crises characterized in semiotic terms? Which
elements are indexically reordered, by whom, and to what effect? More speciﬁcally, we are interested in language as a mobilizable set of signs under conditions of crisis. Our work results from several years of involvement and ﬁeldwork in Scotland and Ireland and is rooted in a critical sociolinguistic paradigm
ðHeller 2011Þ. In that respect, we focus on “what actors do with linguistic resources that circulate through social spheres and social networks” ðHeller 2011Þ,
examining both how social actors mobilize signs associated with language within
other social actions and how this mobilization modiﬁes views on language and
its role within the new semiotic order. Consequently, we ask how traditional
indexical orders implied by older regimes of language are being ðreÞshaped in
order for signs to be appropriated and used by new types of users in a way that
grants them authority to do so.
Branding the Nation ðor Parts of ItÞ in Neoliberal Regimes
If crisis can be viewed as a set of signs mobilized to promote neoliberal types
of responses, the maximized market freedom and minimized state intervention of neoliberalism itself can also be constructed as a crisis for the modern
nation-state. Crisis has in turn, in many cases ðincluding in Scotland and IrelandÞ, legitimated recourse to different types of responses, among them nation
branding.
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As the scope of markets in late capitalism has expanded and transcended
national boundaries, nation-states have lost some of the authority they previously possessed over the production, consumption, and circulation of goods,
services, social actors, and discourses ðHeller 2008; Heller 2011; Duchêne and
Heller 2012Þ. Nation-states are thus now in direct competition with sub-,
inter-, and transnational entities and organizations for “political authority and
loyalty in a dense and highly competitive market, embarking upon a quest for
the hearts and minds of people both at home and around the world” ðvan Ham
2008, 128Þ.
In this quest, states have increasingly sought to strategically rearticulate and
reassert the relevance of nation and nationhood through place branding. Unlike
place marketing, which aims to promote and sell a place as an assemblage of
products or services ðLucarelli and Brorström 2013, 66Þ, place branding instead
draws on the tenets of branding to establish an affective relationship between
consumer and brand—in this case, between ðpotentialÞ residents, tourists, and
so on, and place brand. By fostering the development of this social attachment, branding allows consumers to engage in the production of meaning and
value—or even to “choose lives ” ðFournier 1998, 367Þ—through their relationship to brands ðPrahalad and Ramaswamy 2004; Nakassis 2012Þ. The goal
of nation branding in particular is thus to insist on the meaningfulness of the
nation for existing or prospective citizens, tourists, and investors alike: “In
short, the goal of nation branding is to make the nation matter in a world where
borders and boundaries appear increasingly obsolete” ðAronczyk 2013Þ.
Among the markets on which nation branding attempts to make the nation
matter, the most commonly referred to is tourism—it should, however, only
be envisaged as one particular instantiation of the transformation of people
themselves into an object of competition. Whether temporary ðtourismÞ or
permanent ðmigrationÞ mobilities are at stake, they are always embedded in
individual and collective projects that aim to inﬂuence some people’s ðand not
others’Þ destination or place of residency. Under conditions of crisis, the capacity to inﬂuence people’s judgment becomes crucial for the very survival of
territories, whether the chosen strategy involves promoting a given territory
as a touristic destination to counterbalance the effects of an economic crisis by
boosting local revenue and employment or depicting it as a desirable place of
dwelling to attract new residents in the case of a demographic crisis.
Nation branding features heavily in the national strategies for international
positioning elaborated in both Scotland and Ireland, particularly in attempts
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to appeal to those considered to constitute their respective national diasporas
ðBrennan and Costa 2013Þ. In both countries, nation branding can be seen as
an attempt to attach new indexical properties to territories or to redeﬁne older
ones, with the aim of generating added value on a number of markets such as
culture, tourism or other economic markets ðDel Percio 2013, 155Þ. However,
while “multiple and contested imaginations of the nation are possible” ðDzenovska 2005, 174Þ, nation brands are shaped by and project the situated interests of certain social actors in positions of power at a given moment and thus
“narrowly circumscribe national imaginaries” ðKaneva and Popescu 2011Þ. Recognizing the selective and strategic mobilization of signs in the branding of
nations, this article addresses the issue of place branding within the nation when
local interests ﬁnd themselves at odds with the national strategy or when one
particular element—here language—is for whatever reason left out of the national strategy and yet remains an important resource for local strategies. In that
respect, places compete not only internationally but also within the nation, here
within Scotland ðand the United KingdomÞ and Ireland.
Research Sites and Fieldwork
Speciﬁcally, we address new meanings assigned to language in place branding
strategies in Shetland and Western Ireland. Shetland is an archipelago off the
north coast of Scotland, situated between the Scottish mainland and the western coast of Norway. Its position as an important center for North Sea oil exploitation shielded it from the post-2008 economic meltdown: unemployment
rates, for example, have consistently remained lower than 2 percent throughout
the entire period ðShetland Islands Council 2012Þ. The main issue on Shetland
is demographic rather than economic, with the Shetland Islands Council investing heavily in infrastructure and branding to attract new inhabitants and
to avert the specter of depopulation, the consequences of which are felt across
many rural areas throughout Europe.
Costa has been conducting on-and-off ﬁeldwork in Shetland since 2013
as part of an ongoing project ﬁnanced by the Norwegian Research Council on
standardization as a linguistic regime in Scotland. His ﬁeldwork has mainly
involved conducting observations and informal interviews among dialect advocates and local businesses who rely on the idea that the production of authentically Shetlandic products ði.e., somehow linked to Shetland as an identiﬁable placeÞ has the potential to sustain economic activity. For this article,
we rely on data generated through both observation and a two-hour interview
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with employees of the Shetland Brand organization and on informal interviews
and contacts with businesses participating in the Shetland Craft Trail.1 Participants in this scheme involve both native Shetlanders and newcomers who
sought to draw on the islands’ reputation and natural resources to establish
businesses.
Western Ireland, meanwhile, has along with the rest of the Republic of Ireland weathered the course of the 2008 Irish ﬁnancial crisis and the ensuing
severe economic recession and dramatic rise in unemployment. The issue in
Western Ireland is thus economic, with tourism—“the single most important
industry in the west of Ireland” ðAnderson, Bakir, and Wickens 2015, 78Þ—
widely positioned as “one of the sectors that can aid increased local employment, revenue generation and social capital thus lifting local, regional and national economies” ðGorman and Mottiar 2015, 142Þ.
Brennan has been conducting ﬁeldwork in Western Ireland since 2011, ﬁrst
as part of her MA thesis at the University of Lyon ðFranceÞ and then as part
of PhD research at Heriot-Watt University in Edinburgh ðScotlandÞ. Through
observation, semistructured interviews and informal interactions, her ﬁeldwork has focused on community-level Irish-language advocacy organizations
and the members of the local urban private sectors that these organizations
seek to inﬂuence through speciﬁcally business-centered initiatives that promote Irish as an economically valuable commercial resource. In this article, we
draw primarily on data generated during multiple meetings with the development ofﬁcer of one such Irish advocacy organization ðBaile Rua le GaeilgeÞ,
as well as with the member of the organization who is spearheading their Irishin-business initiative. The organization’s website and the promotional materials ðe.g., pamphlets, posters, stickersÞ that its members distribute to local
businesses also ﬁgure into our analyses.
In both areas, a sense of crisis is wrought into a narrative that both informs
and justiﬁes the need to brand territory and to make it appealing to a group of
“others”—also deﬁned in that very same process. In Shetland, these others
are not only tourists but also young adults willing to set up businesses locally
and to raise families. In Ireland, they include both international tourists and
domestic visitors, particularly the latter in Western Ireland. In both cases, nevertheless, new conﬁgurations allow for the redeﬁnition of what counts as authentically local and autochthonous and of who has authority over deﬁning
“the local.”
1. This initiative is detailed at http://shetlandartsandcrafts.co.uk.
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In the next sections we analyze those crises, turning ﬁrst to Shetland and
then to Ireland. We focus in both cases on how signs are mobilized to address
such perceived moments of societal stress.
Land, Sea and Images of Scandinavia in Shetland: Branding
Authenticity and Making It Available to Newcomers

Shetland is in many ways unusual with regard to European peripheries. Its location in the North Atlantic Ocean between Scotland and Norway clearly marks
it as a peripheral region in contemporary Europe. Historically however, this
location made the islands central to ﬁshing and commercial routes. To this day,
it does not ﬁt the usual model of economic decay and decline leading to an overreliance on tourism as its main industry, as is the case in Scotland’s western
islands or Ireland’s western periphery ðsee Pietikäinen and Kelly-Holmes 2013Þ.
According to historian Lynn Abrams, “Shetland . . . has avoided the fate of
many of Europe’s peripheral regions—that of dependency on the centre—on
account of its ability to maintain its position in the ﬁshing industry . . . and
because of the beneﬁts accrued from oil” ðAbrams 2005, 13Þ. The oil industry
has been a signiﬁcant contributor to Shetland’s growth since the 1970s, when
exploitation began in the North Sea. While the discovery of oil initially sparked
fears that Shetland’s culture might gradually disintegrate, the local authority
ðthe Shetland Islands Council ½SIC$Þ managed to secure additional powers as
well as a substantial income from that industry, allowing it to develop cultural
initiatives such as museums and a well-funded archives center.
The islands’ relative remoteness, however, makes them acutely vulnerable
in terms of population ﬂuctuations.2 Despite its inﬂuence on the economy, the
oil industry relies primarily on temporary workers from other parts of the
world, such as England, Ireland, or the Middle East, accommodated on ﬂoating
barges in different locations around the islands. Although up to three thousand
temporary workers can reside on the islands at any given time, the permanent population of the islands is approximately 23,000, up from 17,245 in 1966
but down from around 30,000 at the end of the nineteenth century ðThomson 1983, 151Þ. In order to secure its existence as a viable human community,
Shetland needs, in the words of the SIC, to attract people—not merely tourists, but crucially new permanent residents. While this is obviously an issue for
most European peripheries, Shetland differs in that its wealth allows the insular Council to commission the development of strategies to increase its popu2. It takes one hour to ﬂy from mainland Scotland to Shetland’s main airport or twelve hours to reach
Lerwick, the archipelago’s capital, from the Scottish port of Aberdeen by ferry.
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lation. One such strategy was formulated by London-based consultants at the
turn of the twenty-ﬁrst century and was framed in terms of branding based on
what was termed “authenticity.”
It is this strategy, and more speciﬁcally the role assigned to language, that we
wish to understand in this section. Language is by no means a priority, but, as
the vernacular is largely spoken locally, parts of it can be mobilized as potent
indexes of locality and distinction. First, however, we analyze the ideological
climate in which the use of Shetland’s vernacular was rendered possible at all,
in the form of a short detour via nineteenth-century Scottish, imperial, and
Victorian racial politics. We show how, together, they construct a chronotope
connected with a particular view of Shetland under Scandinavian rule in the
Middle Ages, before analyzing how language is promoted in Shetland as an
index of this chronotope.
Determining Mobilizable Signs of Authentic Shetlandness
The marketization of Shetland classically relies on the mobilization of a number of previously circulating tropes, images and ideas that can be joined together
and made available for branding purposes ðNakassis 2012Þ. This process depends on the rhematization and erasure ðGal 2005Þ of a number of social processes at play in the history of the islands since the early nineteenth century. In
this section we show how language was made available for such purposes by
focusing in particular on the Scandinavian elements of the Shetland vernacular, known locally as Shaetlan or in the linguistic and anthropological literature
as Shetland Scots, Shetlandic, or the Shetland dialect. This Scandinavian legacy
is generally understood to be a consequence of the occupation of Shetland by
Norway and Denmark in the Middle Ages until the archipelago was pawned
to Scotland in 1468 and 1469 ðCrawford 1969; Barnes 1998Þ.
According to the 2011 Census in Scotland and despite a generally lowly
status for most of the twentieth century,3 over 40 percent of the population of
Shetland speaks Shetlandic.4 Let us provide an example of a representative text
in Shetlandic as it is spoken in contemporary Shetland to illustrate the distance between Shetlandic and ðStandardÞ English. It is taken from a novel by
3. The following quote from 1986 displayed at the Shetland Museum in Lerwick echoes the common
indexical order that linked nonstandard languages with backwardness and rudeness in the British standard
language ideology: “To speak in a Shetland accent in school would have been absolutely forbidden. It would
have been regarded as rudeness” ðJohn Manson, 1986Þ.
4. See the national census website for Scotland at http://www.scotlandscensus.gov.uk/ods-web/datavis.jsp
?theme5Language _ September _ 2013.
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John Graham, Shadowed Valley,5 published in 1987 and featured on the website
of the Shetland dialect promotion organization Shetland Forwirds ðShetland
forwardÞ:

q6

I ken wir ahint wi wir rent but I dunna hae a penny i da hoose. Seemon’ll
be hame noo ida Hairst an he’ll pay Mr Ogilvy what he can manage fae
his whale-money.
½I know we’re behind with our rent but I don’t have a penny in the house.
Simon will be home in the autumn and he’ll pay Mr. Ogilvy what he can
manage from his whale money.$
The metasemiotic frames through which language in Shetland is still widely
interpreted owe much to the dynamics put into place during the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries. Modern Shetland was put on the map for the educated Scottish public in 1822 after Sir Walter Scott published The Pirate, a novel based on a
Romantic vision of contact between Scots and native Shetlanders in the early
modern era that functioned as a gloriﬁcation of the islands’ Scandinavian past
ðCohen 1983; Mortensen 2000Þ. But it was the political utility of Anglo-Saxon and
Germanic ancestry in Victorian times that provided the ideological baggage that
made Vikingness—and Shetland—useful not only locally but also more widely
in Britain. Germanic peoples, and among them Scandinavians, were thought of
as embodying the values that Liberals sought to promote: personal initiative, risk
taking, and a natural taste for democracy, individual, and constitutional freedom ðCohen 1983; Hammond 2006Þ. Shetland’s past ﬁt perfectly into the Liberal
narrative and agenda of the times in Scotland and more generally in Britain.
The view of the vernacular as one of the components of this Scandinavian heritage and as a mobilizable resource is thus a product of late nineteenthcentury antiquarian and philological work. Antiquarians and philologists proposed a new semiotic order under which signs of Norseness could be viewed
as a source of pride rather than of shame, as had been the case throughout the
eighteenth century ðCohen 1983Þ. But they were interested in documenting the
local vernacular not for its intrinsic merits but for its value as a repository of
the ultimate traces of Scandinavian presence—thought to rest in its vocabulary.
At least three scholars undertook the task of looking for the remains of Norn
ðas the Scandinavian language of the islands—spoken until the 1750s ½Barnes
5. John Graham is also the author of a Shetland dictionary ð1979Þ and grammar. A recording of this extract
is also available from the Shetland Forwirds website, http://www.shetlanddialect.org.uk/shadowed-valley.
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1998$—was knownÞ from the second half of the nineteenth century onward.
Among them, the Faroese philologist Jakob Jakobsen is undoubtedly the most
renowned.
At the end of the nineteenth century in Shetland, Jakob Jakobsen spent many
years collecting the last remnants of Norn. The result was a monumental Etymological Dictionary of the Norn Language in Shetland published in Danish
ð1908–1921Þ and subsequently in English ð1928–1932Þ. In those volumes he
drew particularly on the Scandinavian aspects of language in Shetland, focusing on etymology and inventorying Norn words. Like other scholars before
him, he referred to the Shetland vernacular only as “dialect.” To this day this
achievement remains a major source of linguistic and cultural reference in Shetland and Scandinavia. Crucially, Jakobsen, a committed paciﬁst, also propagated the idea of the Viking colonists as the forebears of egalitarianism and
democracy, thereby consolidating the positive associations between Shetland
and Scandinavia through linguistic work
Philological work in Shetland, and Jakobsen’s in particular, certainly helped
extoll the status of things Scandinavian. It promoted the idea of the local vernacular as a dialect whose value derived mostly from its being a repository for
the islands’ Scandinavian heritage rather than from its being a distinct language in its own right.
Throughout the twentieth century, the Norse heritage was constantly referred to with more or less emphasis. This was the case particularly in the New
Shetlander, a cultural and political magazine founded in 1947 by Peter Jamieson,
a member of the Communist Party of Great Britain. The magazine was particularly interested in political issues, especially in the domain of agriculture
and economic development. In that context, Faroese, Norwegian, and Icelandic politics in particular were scrutinized, cultural exchanges were organized,
and over time literature was translated from the Scandinavian languages into
Shetlandic, and vice versa.
The genealogy sketched above was fundamental to the deﬁnition of what
counted as legitimate knowledge regarding language in Shetland throughout the
twentieth century ðsee Nihtinen 2011Þ. One late legacy of this trend is the recent publication of a new dictionary ðChristie-Johnston and Christie-Johnston
2010Þ that makes salient the words of purportedly Norse origin by presenting
them in blue ink.
The Scandinavianness of Shetland is an important component in the construction of Shetland as distinct from the Scottish mainland on several levels—
for tourism, and also as a way to justify claims for more powers to be devolved
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from Edinburgh to Shetland and to promote a sense of difference or distinction. In the 2014 referendum on Scottish independence, Shetlanders positioned
themselves unequivocally against independence and emphasized the islands’
distinctiveness throughout the campaign. Language, in this respect, also plays
an important part in the assertion of Shetland’s distinctive character, as the
local Member of Scottish Parliament Tavish Scott illustrated during the referendum debates. In a response to the then Scottish First Minister Alex Salmond’s
claim that the oil industry would generate £48 billion in tax revenue until
2019, Scott declared: “It’s no ½not$ your oil Alex, it’s wirs ½ours$” ðShetland News,
March 12, 2013Þ.
The processes of Scandinavianization initiated with the rhematization of
the Norse element in Shetland generated two interrelated sets of consequences
with respect to language. First, the Nordic or Scandinavian element of the language came to be hypervalued, and the ghost of Norn still haunts most discussions on language in Shetland. Second, the vernacular was constructed as a dialect rather than as a language in its own right. Even though Shetlandic is no
longer generally viewed as inferior by its speakers, the regimentation of speech
as dialect rather than as language has had far-reaching consequences in terms
of how the vernacular is discussed, considered, and policed to this day. In particular, this regime equates dialect with inherited practices and tends to locate
ownership within a framework of autochthony. It construes dialect as something that is acquired in the home rather than learned—for example, through
books. It is indeed an oft-repeated trope on the islands that the dialect cannot be
learned ðdespite the fact that a few counterexamples existÞ, and there are no
teach-yourself books. Consequently, it cannot seriously be considered for public policy in the current Western European ideological framework that requires
standardization for such purposes. On the other hand however, this regime
frames dialect as existing on a continuum with ðStandardÞ English, thus opening the way for emblematic usages within otherwise Standard English practices
and usages. These discourses of dialect as well as those of Scandinavianness
were drawn on by the “Shetland Brand” to conduct their mission. This is the
object of the next section.
The Shetland Brand
In the 1990s, based on the hypothesis that oil might cease providing for the
islands’ main source of income within one generation, the SIC sought to invest
in a more diversiﬁed future, in particular through the establishment of a Shetland Amenity Trust to promote Shetland worldwide. As the Trust website states,
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“Shetland Amenity Trust is contracted by Shetland Islands Council to promote
Shetland to the world. The team at Promote Shetland are tasked with this role,
directed by the main strategic objective to project Shetland on the world stage
as an authentic, creative and highly desirable place to visit, live, study or do
business with.” 6
The Promote Shetland initiatives as well as the Shetland Brand that this article analyzes are funded by the council through the Shetland Amenity Trust.
Although other Scottish regions share similar concerns for their future, in particular in terms of population, Shetland was able, economically and institutionally, to implement its own strategies. One such strategy was the commissioning of a branding strategy in 2002 from a London- and Bahrain-based
branding consultant, Corporate Edge—a contract worth €160,000 ðGrydehøj
2008Þ. The main objective proposed by Corporate Edge was to move Shetland
away from the risk of being perceived as a “pre-modern society: simple, admirable but lost in a time warp.” Instead, it was to be constructed as “a small,
clever country,” similar in that respect to Ireland, for instance—an example
provided in the document produced by Corporate Edge ðPromote Shetland
2011Þ. The Shetland Brand initiative was a direct consequence of this report.
It ceased to exist shortly after I started conducting ﬁeldwork, but its work is
now continued by the umbrella organization Promote Shetland. The strategy
devised by the SIC and based on the Corporate Edge report is summarized in a
document published by this organization and titled The Shetland Marketing
Strategy ðPromote Shetland 2011Þ.
During a meeting in May 2014, the three Shetland Brand permanent staff
members emphasized their mission to promote Shetland as a viable and enviable destination to move to ðas two of the three employees had doneÞ and in
which to set up businesses. Their task was to address Shetland’s image in a way
that would reﬂect its distinctive cultural and natural features, something that
the general branding strategies for Scotland at large were unable to do — as
they put it, there are no kilts or bagpipes in Shetland. The archipelago thus
required its own development strategy, and the Shetland Brand was set up
with the speciﬁc objective of facilitating the installation of newcomers on the
islands.
In the Corporate Edge report as in the Shetland Brand strategy, authenticity
ranked among Shetland’s main assets. Promote Shetland deﬁned authenticity
mainly in terms of place and origin as located outside the individual. Within
6. See http://www.shetlandamenity.org/promote-shetland.
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this framework, place has agency and can confer by and of itself authenticity
on certain goods or services under certain conditions, with “authentic” referring to the process of ðat least partialÞ production on Shetland. The links with
the islands, under those conditions, are achieved in terms of either local sourcing or production. Authenticity must be approached as a type of added value
that is attached to a commodity through a particular operation conducted locally. Conferring authenticity thus amounts to an act of social magic that confers certain properties on particular commodities and attaches some of the
properties ascribed to Shetland onto them, delimiting a before and an after
ðBourdieu 1982Þ. Locality is key to understanding who the right people to conduct such operations are, as well as the conditions under which they operate.
The question arises, therefore, whether newcomers can be expected to appropriate Shetland’s authenticity to their own advantage—in other words,
how they may mobilize signs otherwise attached to traditional inhabitants by
virtue of their inherent connection with place. With this question in mind, we
ask how the local Shetland vernacular can serve both as an index of authenticity and as a reservoir of signs that all, locals or newcomers alike, may tap into
for their own undertakings. The following sections will examine what signs
are mobilized in the face of demographic crisis, how they draw on an array of
signs made available through historical and philological discourses to generate
a sense of distinction through authenticity, and, ﬁnally, how those signs are
made available to the expected newcomers.
The Quest for the “Successful Idealists”
In the competition to attract new residents, not all people are similarly valued.
An important distinction must be made between pensioners, on the one hand,
and young adults or couples, on the other ðsee also Etrillard 2015Þ, the latter
being more desirable from a long-term business and community development
perspective. Promote Shetland indeed identiﬁes young people as key to islands’
future:
The paradox of a slowly declining population in a thriving economy with
very low unemployment and relatively high average income did not escape our respondents. Although in-migration by an older age-group or
associated with the ½oil and gas$ project under way at Sullom Voe may be
temporarily reversing that trend, the challenge is to attract younger people to live in the islands, and hold on to more young local people or attract
them back as graduates. This must depend on the creation of employ-
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ment and on offering an outstanding quality of life. ðPromote Shetland
2011, 28Þ
This ðpartly newÞ population should then be able to cater to the islands’
customer target, which the same document calls “successful idealists”—that is,
people with both high economic and cultural capital:
“Successful” in this context means afﬂuent, reﬂected in this group’s ability willingly to pay a premium for things that are authentic and of ﬁne
quality. Their idealism is seen in the way that they seek genuine experiences, crafts or food. They are inclined to avoid the artiﬁcial or pretentious and are very much concerned about the origin of what they buy,
how it was produced and by whom. They are likely to be strongly interested in ðfor exampleÞ the heritage, local arts, crafts and traditions,
animal welfare, environmental issues and the use of additives. If they’re
buying Shetland lamb in London or ordering Shetland mussels in Paris,
they’ll be keen to know the story of the product. Although the parallel
isn’t exact, they’re likely to share many attitudes with the now widelyused category of “ethical consumers.” ðPromote Shetland 2011Þ
In turn, those customers determine what behavior new residents should
adopt, in particular with respect to the use of authenticity through locality:
When successful idealists choose to visit Shetland, they’ll want an honest, personal experience of the islands rather than invented “visitor attractions.” Eating out, they’ll be more impressed by well-cooked, nicely
presented local ﬁsh, lamb, beef or vegetables than by anything grandiose
or imported. They don’t want gold-plated taps but they do want good,
friendly, intelligent service. ðPromote Shetland 2011Þ
Within this framework, heritage is an essential source of distinction—to be
achieved through a branding strategy that builds on a subtle balance of signs in
order to make them widely acceptable and usable. This is the object of our next
section.
Transferring Authenticity and Its Legitimate Usage to Newcomers
In this section we address the particular role of dialect as an example of how
legitimacy is transferred to newcomers in the Shetland Brand strategy. As emphasized by the employees of Shetland Brand, dialect featured as an important
part of the strategy. They also, however, mobilized frames that potentially op-
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posed dialect and the diversity of personal backgrounds on the islands, and they
tended to reduce “dialect” to a mere set of words.
As a category, “dialect” is ambiguous at best: in the English-speaking world
it summons subordination to Standard English as well as implications that it
cannot be learned unless one was born with it, so to speak. A dialect course ran
for several years on the islands and attracted a great deal of interest; notably,
however, it emphasized knowledge about the dialect and included no communicative practices. How, then, can dialect—a key aspect of Shetland life—be
used legitimately by newcomers? In particular, how accessible is it as an authenticity marker turned resource? In this section we identify two steps through
which this is achieved in the Shetland Brand strategy. The ﬁrst step recasts authenticity, and the second repositions Shetland as Scandinavia-in-Britain on its
main market, the United Kingdom ðwhich, according to the Shetland Brand
director, accounts for 75 percent of Shetland’s business activityÞ.
First, then, what may or may not count as authentic, and, crucially, how?
The Shetland Marketing Strategy ðthe document that sets out Promote Shetland’s goalsÞ is keen to single out the importance of culture and exempliﬁes
what aspects may be drawn on: “Many of the intentions set out in the Cultural
Strategy involve the nurturing of the things that make Shetland special, for
example the dialect, the environment and the craft traditions” ðPromote Shetland 2011Þ.7 Yet with regard to “the dialect,” several documents make it clear
that, while central to the uniqueness of Shetland and its brand, it remains optional for potential residents. For example, the following text is an extract from
the documents provided to newcomers by the Shetland Brand and reproduced
in a recent publication: “The Shetland dialect has a Scots foundation, but many
words and turns of phrase from Old Norse are embedded in it, so that with Shetland accents it can sound very strange—possibly a bit like Dutch or German—
to the inexperienced ear. . . . It’s worth stressing, incidentally, that Shetlanders
make a point of switching into pure English if they think someone won’t understand the dialect.”8
In other words, even though the branding strategy consists in exoticizing the
islands through emphasizing their Norseness, it also highlights the idea that
Shetland, despite being “other,” is only marginally so. In order to remain attractive, the archipelago must be ﬁrmly grounded in international, Anglophone
markets, and newcomers must be reassured that no linguistic effort will be re7. This refers to a 2009 document titled On the Cusp . . . Shetland’s Cultural Strategy: A Vision for Cultural
Life in Shetland 2009–2013, published by the Shetland Community Planning Board.
8. “Ten Reasons to Move to Shetland”: http://move.shetland.org/10-reasons-to-move-to-shetland-v1-0.pdf.
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quired, as locals will adapt to them—arguably a feature of the prevailing linguistic regime of “dialect.” This ﬁrst process thus echoes Nakassis’s analysis of
brand as “a mix of sameness and difference” ðNakassis 2012, 625Þ: language in
Shetland is an optional element that anyone, irrespective of their origin, can
tap into to accentuate authenticity and rootedness ðof a business, a productÞ—
without any constraints.
The use of dialect serves for distinction purposes that, along with other
markers such as traditional knitting, might help develop a niche dimension. Dialect is made useful, in other words, by accentuating its dialectal status: “dialect” is no longer a glossonym but a reservoir of signs—mainly words—that one
can easily use for a variety of authenticating purposes. The most emblematic
of those terms is probably peerie ðsmallÞ, often used on signage, in business
branding, and more generally as a common index of Shetlandness.
The second strategy draws on a similar principle as well as on the universal
availability of distinction through authenticity for anyone living in Shetland,
whether of older Shetland stock or recently arrived. This strategy redeﬁnes
Shetland’s distinctiveness not as the product of its people or of its contemporary culture, but as the result of its past association with Norway and Denmark.
What makes Shetland distinctive is its Norse heritage, best preserved in its
landscape through place names in particular—the focus of much attention in
the Shetland Brand strategy. Place names are, for instance, the object of a brochure produced by the Shetland Amenity Trust that emphasizes Scandinavian
connections:
Shetland’s place names reﬂect our strong Norse heritage, with subsequent
Scottish and English inﬂuences. Settlers from Norway arrived around
800 AD onwards, bringing with them a vast repository of highly descriptive words suitable for naming every feature of the landscape ðboth
natural and manmadeÞ as well as a stock of actual place names that were
in use in Western Norway. Their names replaced those used by earlier
settlers.
The language they used was Old Norse ðor West NorseÞ, from which
Norwegian, Faroese and Icelandic are derived. In Shetland and Orkney,
a language called Norn developed and was spoken until the seventeenth
century.
The focus on Scandinavianness frames Shetland as Scandinavia-in-Britain,
enabling the islands to occupy a unique segment on the tourism market and to
enhance strategies of distinction on the part of local businesses.
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Nordicness, however, is ubiquitous, but always amicably so. The “Ten Reasons to Move to Shetland” document thus states:
The law, education, commerce, faith and quite a lot of our architecture
are all essentially Scottish. People here cheer on Scottish or English football teams, follow events in Ambridge or Albert Square, or listen to Katie
Melua or Nicola Benedetti on their iPods.
However, there’s much that is less familiar. The ﬁrst clue that Shetland is somewhere apart comes from road signs that point to places with
names like Cullivoe or Weisdale. Look at a map of the islands and it gets
even stranger. Places exist, often where no one lives, with names like Swartahoull and Winyadepla. These place names all have their roots in Old
Norse.
Then there are some of the waterfront buildings and newer housing,
which unmistakably evoke Norway. The smaller boats, too, have a decidedly Scandinavian shape and our music is similarly inﬂuenced.9
Language is thus an important source for the construction of Scandinavianness both insofar as the dialect contains remnants of Norn and because of
how place names embody this past heritage. In the process of branding Shetland there is therefore a constant search for balance between the known and the
unknown, the familiar and the exotic. One can live in Shetland as one might
anywhere else ðAmbridge is the imaginary setting of the well-known BBC radio
program The Archers; Albert Square is the ﬁctional location of Eastenders, a
BBC television soap operaÞ while still indulging in and taking advantage of the
unique connections drawn from Shetland’s heritage.
Language is made available to newcomers through a frame of Nordicness
in a way that removes authenticity from people and reframes it as tied to
heritage, scenery and place. Language is at best iconic in this strategy, but as
an index of Scandinavianness it deﬁnes the niche that businesses in Shetland
should aim for: Scandinavia in Britain. Language is an essential component of
a strategy that implies narrating the Scandinavian ðlinguisticÞ past of the islands, however tokenistic its use.
This strategy is not in itself particularly original. What does, however, make
it unusual is the context of demographic crisis in which it is implemented. The
challenge is therefore to craft a discourse of authenticity both steeped in tradition and available to all. In a society where the vernacular is still very much
9. Ibid. This document features the successor organization to the Shetland Brand, Promote Shetland.
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spoken and a part of the cultural elements that deﬁne the islands as authentic
ðin the words of the branding initiativeÞ, this entails ﬁrst creating a balance
between the exotic and the familiar: people speak dialect, but they will switch to
English, and not just to any English but to a pure one, ensuring participation on
global international and Anglophone markets. Second, it locates the source of
authenticity in a remote past that anyone can appropriate, including locals as
well as—and this is paramount—newcomers with no previous associations
with the islands.
More Irish than Ireland: The Promotion of Irish as a Branding Tool
in the Wake of Economic Crisis

In 2010, the Republic of Ireland was mired in the depths of a severe economic
recession precipitated by the 2008 global ﬁnancial crisis and subsequent domestic banking crisis and property bubble eruption ðMaître, Russell, and Whelan 2014, 1Þ. “Deeper and longer than almost any other in the industrialized
world” ðMcDonough et al. 2010Þ, the Irish recession generated soaring unemployment rates, increased levels of long-term unemployment and “a particularly negative impact on the market for ﬁnance” on which Ireland’s small
and medium sized enterprises ðSMEsÞ heavily relied ðInterTradeIreland 2013,
9Þ. It was in 2010, however, that Baile Rua le Gaeilge ðBallyroe with IrishÞ, a
local community language development association, won a substantial grant
from a national Irish-language organization—a grant that allowed them to pursue their long-gestating but previously unfunded plan of promoting the use of
the Irish language within their local business community in Ballyroe, Ireland.
Established in the early 2000s and tasked with the overarching objective of
increasing the use of Irish as a community language in their local area, Baile
Rua le Gaeilge ðBRGÞ had in their early years worked to achieve this goal
through an array of activities that focused on two key domains in which Irish
had traditionally been construed as essential: education ðIrish language classes
for children and adults, conversation groups, summer campsÞ and culture ðIrish
language competitions for children, school drama productions, festivalsÞ. The
private sector, however, had always proved a more difﬁcult target for their
work: as Eoin, the development ofﬁcer of the organization, related during our
ﬁrst meeting in 2014, “we were happy with our results in terms of education,
culturally with festivals, helping out with classes, and we always had good
attendance, but in terms of impact on business it’s very hard.”
Even without the backdrop of Ireland’s economic collapse, BRG would have
faced challenges in promoting the Irish language in Ballyroe in general and in
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business in particular. Ranking among the top twenty largest urban areas in
the Republic of Ireland, Ballyroe is situated in the west of the country but has
consistently lain outside the boundaries of the Gaeltacht—the governmentdelimited, geographically deﬁned Irish-speaking areas of the Republic, mostly
located in the west—since the original demarcation of these regions in 1926.
Ofﬁcially, the percentage of Ballyroe’s population that self-reported using the
Irish language daily outside the education system in the 2011 national census
was slightly under the 1.8 percent that obtained across the Republic as a whole
ðCentral Statistics Ofﬁce 2012Þ. Anecdotally, when asked about the use of Irish
in town, almost every local resident interviewed during ethnographic ﬁeldwork in Ballyroe in 2014 and 2015 recommended going elsewhere to ﬁnd the
language being used—and speciﬁcally to Gaeltacht areas, reﬂecting a longstanding belief in Ireland that the “real” Irish language and its “authentic” native
speakers can only be found in these regions ðsee O’Rourke 2011; Ó hIfernáin
2015Þ.
Moreover, as described by Maguire ð1991, 13Þ and Walsh ð2011, 338–339Þ,
English has for centuries dominated in Irish cities and towns as the language
of economic and social advancement, especially as Irish came to be more and
more associated with rural, impoverished, and peripheral settings after the onset of processes of industrialization and urbanization in Ireland ðMaguire 1991,
quoted in Walsh 2011, 339Þ. The Irish private sector has therefore long been
an Anglophone space, as English has historically dominated Irish as the language of prestige, social mobility, and participation in international employment markets ðÓ Laoire 2008, 258Þ.
Baile Rua le Gaeilge thus faced the compounded challenge of promoting the
Irish language in an urban non-Gaeltacht area, in the traditionally Anglophone
private sector, and within the overarching context of the worst economic downturn in the modern history of Ireland. As the following sections will detail, the
members of BRG responded to this challenge by developing new strategies designed to shift the metasemiotic frames through which the value of Irish was
understood in such a way as to appeal speciﬁcally to their local business community. Drawing on widely circulating discourses on the economic value of language and the Irish language in particular, these new strategies sought to convince local businesses that the language could be lucratively mobilized as a sign
in the place branding of Ballyroe, as well as in the branding of their own businesses. Moreover, BRG positioned Irish and its branding capacity as a contributing factor in Ballyroe’s recovery from the post-2008 recession afﬂicting the
members of their local business community, thereby reframing the language not
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only as an available resource but as a crucial element of an economic approach
to addressing an economic crisis.
Before exploring these processes, however, it is necessary to understand how
the role of Irish in the Ballyroe place brand articulated with the nation branding of the Republic of Ireland as a whole. This relationship will be the object of
the next section.
Brand ðAnglophoneÞ Ireland
As recognized throughout the literature on place—and more speciﬁcally, nation—branding ðe.g., Morgan, Pritchard, and Pride 2002; Anholt 2007; Aronczyk 2013Þ, Ireland has been—or at least was, before the 2008 ﬁnancial crisis
and the ensuing recession—widely regarded as a success story. This acclaim,
as nation-branding guru Simon Anholt has observed, was largely generated
by the attention paid worldwide to Ireland’s transformation “from a collapsing rural backwater in the 1960s” to the economic miracle of the Celtic Tiger
ðAnholt 2007, 47Þ. It should be noted that the cultivation of “Brand Ireland”
long predates the emergence of nation branding as a key element of the globalized new economy ðsee, e.g., Clancy 2009; Patterson 2009; Fanning 2011Þ:
“Brand Ireland,” remarked Anthony Patterson, can be seen as having been
“born out of Ireland’s struggle to be unlike England” ð2009Þ. Since the 1950s,
however, the management of the Republic of Ireland’s national brand has effectively fallen within the purview of two authorities: IDA Ireland ðestablished
in 1949Þ, the government agency responsible for Ireland’s industrial development and particularly for attracting foreign direct investment ðFDIÞ, and Fáilte
Ireland ðfrom 2003—successor of Bord Fáilte Éireann, established in 1955Þ,
the National Tourism Development Authority of the Republic ðFanning 2011Þ.
The nation branding of Ireland has thus been associated with two of the most
essential components of the Irish economy: while FDI accounted for 22.9 percent of Ireland’s GDP in 2013 ðWorld Bank 2014Þ, that same year saw international tourism contribute over €4 billion to the Irish economy ðIrish Tourist
Industry Confederation 2013Þ. In light of the central importance to the Irish
economy of sectors related to nation branding, it is perhaps unsurprising that
Patterson has observed that “Irish national prosperity is so intrinsically linked
to the ethereal ediﬁce that is Brand Ireland” ð2009, 89Þ.
The role of the Irish language in the “ethereal ediﬁce” of Brand Ireland,
however, is far from intrinsic. Although the Irish language is ofﬁcially the only
national and ﬁrst ofﬁcial language of the Republic and might therefore rank
among the signs on which the agents of nation branding in Ireland could draw,
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this does not appear to be the case. While certain nation-states mobilize multilingualism to construct their uniqueness and attractiveness as “more appropriate and legitimate place½s$ to do business” ðDuchêne and Del Percio 2014,
78Þ, economists such as Frank Barry ð2007Þ have noted that Ireland’s reputation as an English-speaking country has constituted one of the key contributing
factors of the country’s success in attracting foreign direct investment, particularly from the United States. Tasked with drawing further FDI to Ireland,
IDA Ireland stresses the Anglophone nature of Ireland and its workforce. The
agency’s “Why Ireland?” fact sheet addressed to potential investors, for instance, leads with the statement that “Ireland is the only English speaking
country in the Eurozone,” and English appears further down the sheet as one
of the three E’s ðalong with “Education” and “Ease of doing business”Þ that
contribute to making Ireland “the best place in the world to do business” ðIDA
Ireland, 2015Þ.10 Similarly, while materials produced by Fáilte Ireland may occasionally reference the Irish language as an element of Ireland’s cultural heritage, the agency actively promotes and supports the development of the English
Language Leaning sector in Ireland, with an emphasis on attracting overseas
students to the country’s English as a foreign language programs. The elite institutions shaping the strategically selective national imaginary projected by
Brand Ireland thus appear to have largely excluded Irish from the signs that
comprise this brand.
It is this near-total erasure of Irish at the national level of branding, however, that renders the language useful to Baile Rua le Gaeilge’s business-focused
initiative. As the next section will detail, the organization indeed takes advantage of the Anglophone Brand Ireland to position Irish as a key element of differentiation on tourist and visitor markets both domestic and international.
Money Talks: Speaking the Language of Branding
to Promote Irish in Business in Ballyroe
Recognizing what they perceived as the disadvantaged position of Irish as capital on the linguistic market of their local private sector, the staff of BRG were
convinced that they would need to adapt their discourses in approaching the
business community as a new domain of their promotion.11 This adaptation,

10. See http://www.idaireland.com/how-we-help/resources/infographics/why-invest-in-ireland/.
11. The promotion of minority languages within the business sphere is of course only new in relation to
Ballyroe. Irish is promoted as an economic resource for business in a few other urban areas in both the Republic
and Northern Ireland, and such initiatives are also well documented in a range of other European minority
language contexts including Wales, Scotland, and the Basque country.
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as this section will detail, relied heavily on establishing a link between the Irish
language and the valuable branding of local businesses, which in turn was positioned as contributing to an overall enhancement of the place brand of Ballyroe itself.
In describing the genesis of the BRG’s work with the business community,
Mícheál, the chief architect of the initiative, explained the need for a rethinking of the organization’s strategies to suit the commercial sphere, relating that
they had begun from the starting assumption that “when you’re approaching
business people, you have to approach them from a business point of view.”
The new initiative therefore had to be “business-driven,” which—as in Shetland—meant downplaying the threat that the language advocacy element potentially represented to proﬁt margins: as Mícheál put it, “there was no use . . .
in approaching it and saying to business people that we wanted to do this
because of language promotion or anything else—there had to be a business
element, and that had to be the driving force.” The staff of BRG thus sought
to articulate their business-oriented initiative with what they believed to be the
values of the local business community, thereby foregrounding an indexical
alignment of the value of Irish with economic beneﬁt rather than with national
pride or linguistic rights.
This strategic realignment of the metasemiotic framing of the value of Irish
is made clear in the literature distributed by the organization as part of their
shift into working with the private sector. Rather than using their existing materials, BRG commissioned the designing of a new logo and set of supporting
ﬂyers, posters, and so on, speciﬁcally for their business initiative. The graphics
of the logo were meant to represent “smiley money,” in the words of Mícheál,
and all the posters and informational packets distributed throughout the business community featured photos of the main streets of Ballyroe bustling with
paying customers, thereby ideally conjuring an indexical link between the Irish
language and economic prosperity. Beyond the design, the content of the materials strengthened the reframing of Irish in terms of economic beneﬁt to businesses. In their pamphlet introducing the initiative, for example, BRG foreground market considerations and start off by asking business owners the
following list of questions: “Would you like to . . . Raise your product proﬁle?
Attract more customers? Devise a new marketing strategy? Develop a unique
Brand/Identity? Increase your proﬁt shares?”
Referencing how “recent times have seen the practice of bilingualism become increasingly popular in both the public and private sectors,” another
brochure positions Irish as a “practical and productive business tool” and em-
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phasizes that, together with English, “the unique characteristics of the Irish
language are being effectively harnessed by the Business Community as a marketing tool on signage, stationery, packaging and advertisements.” With this
emphasis on the “recent popularity” of bilingualism as a business tool, these
materials ﬁrmly position the Irish and its value within the framework of now
widely circulating discourses concerning languages—and minority languages in
particular—as resources in the globalized new economy ðDuchêne and Heller
2012Þ.
This promotion of Irish as a resource for the branding of individual businesses and products was an important element in BRG’s new initiative. However, they also sought to establish an overarching discourse designed to position Irish as a valuable resource for the entire private sector of Ballyroe—as
well as for the town’s wider community. Having reframed Irish as a “practical
and productive” marketing and business tool and a source of “increased proﬁt
shares,” the organization needed to identify a source for the economic beneﬁts
associated with Irish, and for this they turned to contributions the language
could make to the place branding of Ballyroe.
Capitalizing on the relative absence of Irish at the national branding level,
Baile Rua le Gaeilge sought to position the presence of the language in the businesses of the town’s commercial center as a strategic branding element for Ballyroe. In its coverage of the launch of the business-focused initiative, a local
newspaper reported that Mícheál ﬁrst pitched Irish to the private sector by
highlighting that “tourists come to Ireland to savour the Irish culture and this
is about promoting that culture along with raising product proﬁles, attracting
more customers and developing our unique ½Ballyroe$ brand.” As a strategically
coordinated sign of Irish culture, a commercial landscape accented with Irish
would ideally render the town of Ballyroe more traditionally Irish than the rest
of Ireland, thereby differentiating it from the other urban areas in the country
and making it more “savory” to tourists seeking out authentic Irish culture.
Explaining how the promoted presence of Irish in local businesses would further differentiate Ballyroe from other towns as a “traditional” destination, Eoin
related during our interview that “even though Killarney is very close to the
Kerry Gaeltacht, it’s a town that you wouldn’t describe as traditional,” whereas
“if you really want a real taste of traditional Ireland, . . . really ½Ballyroe’s
county$ is the best county in Ireland, without a doubt.” Already the principal
town of the “best” traditional county in Ireland, Ballyroe would stand out even
more as a domestic and international destination with a commercial center as
Gaeilge ðin IrishÞ.
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Furthermore, the organization deliberately sought to link the private sector’s use of Irish to the existing tourism image of Ballyroe in order to make
clear how the language—which might not necessarily be accepted as a standalone branding component for the non-Gaeltacht town—would complement
the town’s established brand. As Mícheál explained, BRG approached their
new initiative by asking themselves, “How are you going to get ½commercial
Irish$ to sit in the environment it’s going to sit in?” In response to this question, Mícheál related that they recognized that “the key aspects would be that
½Ballyroe$ would be regarded as the heartland of traditional Irish music, song
and dance.” It was then important, in his words, to focus on linking Irish with
these elements of “the intrinsic and the indigenous culture of the town”; in this
way, the strategy ensured that the use of Irish in business was “sitting comfortably side-by-side with everything else, so it was not being done in isolation.” The promotional pamphlet that BRG distributed to the local business
community thus emphasized that the use of Irish in business would further
enhance the recognized reputation of the town, explaining that commercial
Irish would “raise the local and national proﬁle of ½Ballyroe$ as a centre of excellence in promotion of traditional culture including music, dance and language, making it a more attractive visitor destination.” By aligning Irish with
the key signs of the existing “Ballyroe Brand,” the initiative positioned the language as integral to the town’s tourist draw while avoiding the risk of requiring
Ballyroe to be rebranded as an Irish-language destination—and thus potentially
calling on members of the local business community to “live the brand” by
speaking Irish.
Money, However, Does Not Speak Irish: Promoting a Proﬁtable,
Accessible, and Visual Irish
This last observation speaks to an overarching strategy mobilized by BRG
in their business-focused initiative: the lack of emphasis on speaking Irish.
Through their promotional materials and activities, the organization prioritizes the visual integration of Irish into local businesses over the incorporation of spoken Irish into service provision. As cited earlier, their brochure
emphasizes the branding potential of the “unique characteristics” of Irish on
“signage, stationery, packaging and advertisements.” One of BRG’s regular activities is to provide personalized bilingual or Irish-only posters to businesses
to display in their shops for holidays such as Christmas and St. Patrick’s Day,
and the organization celebrated this latter holiday in 2015 by coordinating a
shop window competition in which local businesses were encouraged to as-
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semble displays that visually incorporated the language. The promotion of Irish
as a means of oral communication, meanwhile, is largely downplayed: BRG’s
advocacy of spoken Irish is mostly limited to the provision of sheets and cards
listing Irish words and phrases, their phonetic transcriptions, and their English
deﬁnitions. These materials aim to encourage business owners and employees
to try using a few words of Irish when interacting with their customers, and
indeed at least two local proprietors kept them by the cash register for easy
reference. They are not, however, designed to support a full commercial interaction in Irish beyond the exchange of greetings or pleasantries.
The visual orientation of BRG’s business-oriented initiative reﬂects two
strategic considerations: inclusivity and cost. With its overarching focus on
community-wide language development in an area not known for using Irish
as a community language, the organization seeks to render the initiative accessible to any member of the private sector, regardless of linguistic proﬁciency
in Irish. As stated in their brochure, the organization “strongly believe½s$ that
the Irish language can be a great advantage to every type of business in various ways, even if you don’t have ﬂuent Irish!” At the same time, the emphasis on the visual use of Irish limits investment ðﬁnancial, temporal, etc.Þ in the
language to incorporating Irish when ðreÞdesigning signage, menus, stationery, and so on, or to hanging the free Irish or bilingual signs printed by the
organization—and therefore effectively nulliﬁes more costly considerations such
as language training or the hiring of Irish-speaking staff. As is the case with the
Shetland Brand’s management of Shetlandic, BRG’s business-centered initiative thus primarily promotes the Irish language for something other than its
referential function. What is highlighted is the capacity of the visual presence
of the language to index the traditional Irish culture that lends lucrative distinction to the brand of ðlargely non-Irish-speakingÞ Ballyroe on ðalmost entirely non-Irish-speakingÞ international and domestic tourist markets.
More than merely promoting visual Irish as one of many available signs for
enhancing the Ballyroe Brand, however, BRG chose to invest the use of Irish by
local businesses with particularly charged meaning in light of the wider conditions impacting the town and Ireland as a whole at the time of the initiative’s
launch—namely, the post-2008 economic crisis.
ðReÞbranding in Conditions of Crisis: Commercial Irish
as Driver of Economic Regeneration
Introducing their new business-focused initiative in the early 2010s, Baile Rua
le Gaeilge realized the necessity of adjusting their discourses not just to the
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Anglophone urban business sphere in general but to the private sector of their
local town in the midst of Ireland’s severe economic recession following the
2008 ﬁnancial crisis. The Irish recession had by the early 2010s generated a
nationwide unemployment rate of 19 percent, with the average for Ballyroe
falling just under that ﬁgure ðCentral Statistics Ofﬁce 2012Þ. Annual reports
issued by Ballyroe’s county authority between 2008 and 2012 noted the negative impact of the recession on development, economic activity, employment,
income level, and the delivery of public services in the local area. Business closures and personnel redundancies were regular features in the regional newspapers from this period, and ﬁeldwork interviews with the proprietors of locally owned and run businesses—traditionally the majority of the private sector
in Ballyroe—revealed the prolonged hardships endured by owners of small independent businesses in the area.
Against this backdrop of the nationwide economic climate and the struggles of local businesses in particular, BRG recognized the need to assign further meaning to Irish as a business resource. The language would not only be
promoted to the private sector in a “business-driven” way as one possible
mobilizable sign for branding, but would furthermore be positioned as a key
contributor to Ballyroe’s economic recovery. Irish would in effect be sold as a
way to brand individual businesses and in turn the entire visually “Irishized”
town, in a move that would ideally give Ballyroe a competitive advantage over
other towns in Ireland in a context of increased competition for a rarer resource: customers. Mícheál thus explained that the initiative was designed to
promote the use of Irish in the private sector as a means of “redress½ing$ the
economic turndown” that would constitute part of the “regeneration” of the
local economy—a local economy desperately in need of the bustling crowds of
consumers pictured on the initiative’s promotional materials. His words echoed an article from the local paper’s coverage of the launch of the businessfocused initiative, in which Mícheál is quoted as explaining that the use of Irish
in business “could ultimately raise proﬁt shares for everybody concerned and
bring some prosperity to the town.” Similarly, the other main local paper in
Ballyroe related in its account of the launch that BRG was “hoping” that the use
of the language would “boost business” in Ballyroe. The increased tourism and
visitor revenue generated by the enhanced place branding that visual Irish
could provide was thus positioned as part of the answer to Ballyroe’s struggle
against the enduring recession.
Within the context of this reframing of the commercial use of Irish as an
element of economic recovery, existing activities organized by Baile Rua le
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Gaeilge were also repositioned as sources of ﬁnancial beneﬁt for the local
business community. The organization, for example, had for several years organized Irish-language conversation circles for Ballyroe’s Irish speakers and
learners, hosting them ﬁrst in their own ofﬁces and then moving them into
local cafés and restaurants to increase their visibility and the opportunities
for people to take part. Such conversation circles are a common activity in the
repertoires of contemporary Irish-language advocacy organizations and are
designed to provide an informal, “judgment-free” environment in which Irish
speakers of all levels can feel comfortable conversing with any degree of competence. Drawn into the organization’s business-oriented initiative during Ireland’s recession, however, the hosting of a meeting of the conversation circle
was represented as an opportunity for a local establishment to raise their bottom line. As related by Eoin, after the onset of the economic recession cafés
and restaurants were “far more open” to the pitch that “well look, we can bring
10 or 20 people in here every now and then, they’ll spend a few bob,” with the
owners eager to host the conversation circle because it was “money that ½they$
wouldn’t have” otherwise. While the conversation circle had started with eight
participating cafés, Eoin later recounted, after the onset of the economic downturn the other café and restaurant owners of Ballyroe started asking the organization “well why aren’t you coming to us?” With “positiv½ity$ in terms of
their outlook to Irish,” and not any required level of visual integration of the
language or service provision in Irish, set as the criterion for hosting the conversation circles, the roster for a four-month period of weekly meetings had
swelled to twenty-two host establishments by the winter of 2014. Following
the logic of BRG’s discourses, the willingness of owners of cafés and restaurants to host conversation circles and to perhaps ðthough not necessarilyÞ encourage their staff to use whatever Irish they may have with the participants
would in turn further solidify the traditionally Irish brand of Ballyroe. This
could thus, critically, generate more revenue for the individual businesses and
the town as a whole in the midst of the community’s struggles with the economic recession.
This ﬁnal example from Eoin illustrates well the assignment of new meanings to the Irish language and its promotion in business within the metasemiotic framework mobilized by Baile Rua le Gaeilge to promote Irish as a resource to their local, recession-burdened business community. In reframing
activities such as the visual integration of Irish or the hosting of Irish-language
conversation circles in terms of boosting bottom lines and enhancing the overall place brand of Ballyroe, the organization positioned the language as a se-
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miotic reservoir that could be tapped into in order to drive the regeneration of
the local economy and to strengthen the differentiated positioning of Ballyroe
on tourist markets both domestic and international. Though the value of Irish
as a communicative means may be downplayed, the business-focused initiative of Baile Rua le Gaeilge ðreÞinvests the visual language as an iconized sign
with value as an economic solution to an enduring economic crisis.
Conclusion

In both Shetland and the west of Ireland, situations interpreted as crises ðdemographic or economicÞ are used as triggers to justify a shift in the metasemiotic frames through which language is conceptualized. In both cases the
ornamental aspects of language are brought to the fore in order to make Shetlandic and Irish available to a larger pool of potential users, in particular to
businesses. In Shetland, the Scandinavian aspects of Shetlandic are reframed as
a way to channel the authenticity that visitors are thought to be looking for—
in the form of indexical links with the land. Language, in that sense, acts as
one potential way to achieve distinction with regard to the rest of Scotland. In
Western Ireland, Irish is presented by language advocates as one way of addressing the cataclysmic economic downturn of 2008. But as in Shetland, this
entails foregrounding the role of Irish as linguistic decoration rather than as
a means of communication and situating the value of the language in the differentiation its visual form can impart on a given place. Through these processes of semiotic reordering, the authentic ðand therefore valuableÞ heritage
indexed by each language becomes primarily associated with places rather than
with speakers, thereby potentially rendering these signs available for branding purposes to any social actors living or working in—or moving to, as the
case may be—Shetland or Ballyroe. With the branding potential of these languages then positioned as part of the solutions to crises, this indexical realignment exempliﬁes the neoliberal metasemiotic framework through which all
elements of social and cultural life may be strategically made marketable—in
this case on the intra- and international markets on which people themselves
are vied for.
In investigating these situated realizations of the semiotic reframing of language as an economically valuable resource for place branding, we have only
begun to examine the consequences of this increasingly widespread process.
Although such a reframing is positioned as a solution to crises in Shetland and
Ballyroe, it in turn has the potential to generate other tensions. In Ballyroe, for
example, the promotion of Irish as a primarily visual marketing resource rep-
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resents a deviation from the traditional objective of language policy and language advocacy in Ireland, which have traditionally sought to work toward the
restoration of Irish as a spoken community language. Traces of tensions around
the visual orientation of the initiative have indeed already been encountered
in Ballyroe, where several local residents—who were mostly also more ﬂuent or
active speakers of Irish—expressed cynicism about Irish being integrated on
shop fronts while no one inside could actually converse in the language. There
are thus ample grounds on which to expand our examination of the role of the
metasemiotic reframing of language as a branding element in both the resolution and creation of crises as neoliberal regimes continue to encroach on new
domains of social and cultural life.
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QUERIES TO THE AUTHOR
q1. AU: Your article has been edited for grammar, clarity, consistency, and
conformity to journal style. Quotes of fewer than 100 words are generally not
set as displayed reductions but in the paragraph. Please read the proof carefully
to make sure that your meaning has been retained. Please note that in order
to accommodate the second level heads immediately below ðBranding the
Nation . . . , and Research Sites and FieldworkÞ, I promoted the ﬁrst subhead,
“Crises and Neoliberalism” to a level-one head. Is this acceptable, or is there
another header you’d like to use?
q2. AU: May we assume italics for emphasis to be in the original text quoted?
Otherwise, journal style discourages italics, and these should be struck if
possible.
q3. AU: OK to restore what I assumed to be a capital “I” in “In” at the
beginning of this quote? We can lowercase it if necessary, but the quote seems
to stand alone; there is no syntactical connection to the rest of the sentence.
q4. AU: I have lowercased and enclosed in quotes “others,” for consistency
with how you treat this special usage later in the text.
q5. AU: Please provide a reference for the Manson citation in n. 3.
q6. AU: Based on the spelling in the main text, I have corrected the spelling in
the footnote to Shetland Forwirds.
q7. AU: Is this the Liberal party ðand hence a proper nounÞ?
q8. AU: Is March 12, 2013 correct?
q9. AU: OK to specify Geary Institute, Dublin for the Maitre et al. 2014
reference?
q10. AU: Following Press style, the names of organizations, even when in
foreign languages, are not italicized.
q11. AU: For relating the details of meetings and interviews, would you care to
provide dates and locations that can be noted in footnotes ðsay, for each new
paragraph, or each new speakerÞ? May we assume that all quotations without
attributions
q12. AU: Are these quotes clearly sourced somewhere in the text? I cannot
determine which reference applies.
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q13. AU: Source?
q14. AU: The Heller seems incomplete. Is “Diversit” a published volume? If so,
please provide additional details, such as author/editor, city, publisher.
q15. AU: For the InterTradeIreland citation, OK that I have deleted the place
name Newry? I have added “Report” here.
q16. AU: Is the End of Year Review a report? A separately published pamphlet?
I have provisionally added “Report.”
q17. AU: Please provide an in-text citation for Olins 2002 or permit us to delete
the ref. list entry.
q18. AU: Please provide an in-text citation for Prentice and Andersen 2000 or
permit us to delete the ref. list entry.
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